Introduction
Amino acid sequence identification method from MS/MS spectrum is basically divided into two approaches: Database searching and de novo sequencing. Database searching approach is convenient but is hard to identify exact amino acid sequences in the case that corresponding sequences a re not included in the databases. On the other hand, de novo sequencing requires no preliminary information but it needs all continuous amino acid sequence peaks. It is, however, very difficult to have all amino acid peaks actually.
In this study, we propose a new de novo sequencing approach using both ion-peak intensity and amino acid cleavage intensity ratio (CIR) [1] to extract sequences without the use of databases and the assumption of the existence of all amino acid peaks. The present method compensates for any undetectable amino acid peak intervals with the estimation of amino acid set and the probability of peak existence based on amino acid CIR. Our method gives more accurate identification than the ordinal method to such as 'AEFVEVTK', or 'RHPEYAVSVLLR', where these sequences are usually difficult to differentiate
Method
There are two phases to identify amino acid sequence from MS/MS spectrum: Phase 1: Amino acid set calculation The observed precursor mass by mass spectrometry, the observed MS/MS high ion-intensity peak mass, or its mass difference provides the limitation of amino acid sequence pattern as amino acid set. We solve a knapsack problem to list up all suitable combinations of amino acid against the masses. The amino acid sets obtained are evaluated in the next phase.
Phase 2: Amino acid sequence identification
In this step, a cost function is evaluated to identify amino acid one by one from one peptide terminal to the end. Equation (1) is applied as cost function in this study.
where D is the depth (length) of amino acid identification, M diff is mass difference between observed mass and theoretical mass based on peptide fragmentation, I peak is ion-peak intensity and A CIR is amino acid CIR between i-th identified amino acid and (i -1) th identified amino acid. f(x) and g(x) are scaling functions to handle I peak and A CIR as probability. These functions strongly depend on the mass spectrometer and the CIR. As our method is performed one by one from a peptide terminal, the score is evaluated and compared by each step and totaled by each identified amino acid until process is completed. After listing all of possible amino acid sequences , identified amino acid sequences are ordered by each score: verisimilitude. If there is a peak which is hard to identify, this case is seemed that important peaks are lost in MS/MS spectrum, we assign multiple amino acids by the order of low amino acid CIR to evaluate the cost function and continues identification as usual.
Result and Discussion
The peptide spectra of trypsin digested bovine serum albumin were measured by a liner ion trap mass spectrometer (Finnigan LTQ) equipped with electrospray ionization for this study, and these were attempted to amino acid sequence identification by our present method and BSI PEAKS [2] .
In Figure 1 , the amino acid sequence 'AEFVEVTK' identification is depicted with the results by both the present method and PEAKS. The present method excellently identified correct amino acid sequences without big weight-difference permission. Unfortunately PEAKS gives wrong sequence because PEAKS handles only peak position to its identification algorithm but the present method is considered not only peak position but also I peak and A CIR . The present method is also able to distinguish molecules with the same weight such as Leucine and Isoleucine by employing A CIR , the limitation of current de novo peptide sequencing approach is the distinction of these though. We expect our method can make de novo peptide sequencing approach forward by leaps. 
